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No other mower-conditioners
control curing time and hay
quality like the Hesston
1091 and 1071.

14-channel conditioner rolls are large and
aggressive to handle a widerange ofcrops and
conditions. Non-intermeshing design gives
thorough conditioning with minimal leaf
stripping.

Hesston full-width 14-channei
rolls on the 1091 and 1071 Mower-
Conditioners give you better regula-
tion ofconditioning action., .to better
suit your haying requirements.

Non-intermeshing opposed spi-
rals provide minimal leaf stripping. A
built-in speed differential gives a
“scuffing” action for thorough condi-
tioning. Whether you want aggres-
sivehandlingfor fast drying.. .or gen-
tle action to save more leaves, the
choice is yours.

The new four-bat reel and adjust-
able lean-bar cleanly gather the
toughest crop. Andfor heavy or down

HESSTON

crops, optional sth and 6th reel bats
give you clean, aggressive harvesting.

Windrow forming and fluffing
shields are standard on these 7-foot 3-
inch and 9-foot 3-inch Mower-
Conditioners. A simple adjustment
lets you change from windrowing to
swathing as weather dictates.

Exclusive sickle drive gives
smooth, dependable cutting action
that’s unmatched in the field.

Hesston 1091 and 1071 Mower-
Conditioners the Prime answer for
smooth cutting and controlled curing

with designed-in reliability.

IME LINE

1010 Hydro Swing®
Mower-Conditioner
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A flick of the hydraulic control positions
the 1010 Hydro Swing Mower-Conditioner
where you want it right, left or center. This
top-of-the-line, all-hydraulic unit will win-
drow or swath without extra tools or parts.

Hydro Swing is a registered trademark
of Hesston Corporation
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